Levaté raises your chair by 12 inches to restore wheelchair users’ reach and independence in unadapted environments.

**Pictures of the Levaté**

We’d like your help testing the product. If we can get 50 beta-testers signed up, we’ll get our prototyping completely funded.

**Sign up to be a beta-tester here.**

Levaté is a lightweight, detachable, mechanical accessory that lifts wheelchair users 12 inches from the ground, by lifting the entire wheelchair. It enhances users’ reach and independence in unadapted environments like stores, cafes, and gas stations. To operate it, you engage the device and an attached chamber filled with compressed air lifts your chair 12 inches in a matter of seconds. The device will store enough air to lift you dozens of times. At night, you simply recharge Levaté with air via a device we provide along with your lift.

As it engages, the folding legs provide a wide base and a stable experience. It weighs 10 pounds, and with user-friendly snap mechanisms the entire lift can be attached or detached from the bottom of the chair in a few seconds, making it convenient for travel. Otherwise the device will sit comfortably under your wheelchair as you go about your day.

For more information, contact **dilloncarroll@ou.edu** or 678-877-1253.